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 The top beauty foods for beautiful skin, nails and hair.You will discover this is greater than a go-
to shopping guideline to use if you are at the mall. An INTERACTIVE Style and Beauty Instruction
Personalized SIMPLY FOR You. The unique, fun feature of this stylish shopping guide is certainly
that it’SUMMER IS HERE NOW! Now is the time to instantly increase your style, feel more
appealing, and supercharge your confidence with this ultimate buying instruction. Are you
fashionably challenged? Unsure of what design of clothes, shoes and accessories that may
actually work to accentuate your number and take your individual style to another level? Do you
find yourself cluelessly standing up at the cosmetics counter merely staring at a wall structure of
makeup confused about the right colors to select?This is actually the book for you if you ever
wanted to scream for help while searching for clothes and beauty products or felt just like a Plain
Jane while standing next to a glamourous fashionista. Let’s SHOP: HELPFUL INFORMATION for
the Fashionably Challenged is the answer to all of your fashion & beauty complications since it
will educate you on the hidden secrets of the fashion elite by showing you how to shop, gown
and style your body flawlessly from head to toe. In case you are tired of buying the wrong items
or constantly looking for a method to makeover your style, your personal style genie is literally
just one click away!"s INTERACTIVE. It's about planning you to conquer the globe with a fresh,
polished, well informed you!? Footwear guide to help you coordinate your sneakers and tricks for
using your shoes to get shapelier, much longer legs. Just click on your physique and all your
beauty and style needs are right at your fingertips.You will never waste money purchasing the
wrong clothes, shoes and beauty products again.Finally!Written in a fun, easy-to-read style and
full of gorgeous images, you'll instantly get yourself a complete shopping, confidence, and style
makeover for the summertime.. How to look for clothes that flatter the shape of your body which
means you will always appear to be a perfect ten whether you want to be considered a confident
stylish woman or outfit to attract the man of your dreams.? All you need to learn about
strategically making use of your shoes, totes and add-ons to accentuate your shape.s celebrate
the new you because once you recognize your inner beauty, only then are you able to make the
right styling choices. ?" ? Makeup #101: Pro guidebook to learning how to choose makeup and
skin care products for healthy, radiant skin.? The 12 essential items you'll want for a chic
wardrobe.? 8 easy steps to flawless skin and natural splendor treatments straight from your
kitchen. ? We are serious about assisting you look fabulous while on a spending budget!? HOW TO
USE:Download this fun shopping guide to your cellular gadget and whip it out when you are
ready to shop.? :)? Eat the right path to beauty! Because your property is a major section of your
image, you will discover simple ways to transform your bathroom into a high-class spa retreat
and a basic room into chic home office.? You will find a complete cosmetic ingredient list so you
will constantly know exactly what ingredients you are using on your skin.? Plus much more
inside!Congratulations, you are on your way to feeling more appealing and making your closet a
big success. Allow’ ?THIS STYLE BOOK IS IDEAL FOR... ? The woman who is clueless about
searching for makeup and dressing for her physique. " The woman who wants to find out how to
be more attractive, have style and look more expensive while on a spending budget. YOU WILL
LEARN:?Never Winning! How to buy the perfect skinny jeans to lift and shape your derriere. The
girl who wants to look into the mirror with a renewed sense of confidence.FREE GIFT: Get the



Savvy Shopper’s Organizing Sheets, Questionnaire & Expense Sheets. The artwork of choosing
stylish coats and swimwear to accentuate your very best assets and downplay any problem
areas. ?.
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Must read! Did that title catch your attention? When I was contacted by the writer, I thought does
she know me? This is something that I could really use to remain on track and work toward a far
more polished style that is really Me personally. Tia doesn't only teach you what clothing best fits
your body type but she also discusses beauty products. LOL! I kid you not really! I am VERY
fashionably challenged! I will use MOST of these strategies for sure though, which is very useful
and great. But I really desire to be more popular! And today thanks to "Let's SHOP: Helpful
information for the Fashionably Challenged" book, I feel well informed to try! After reading the
publication, I really appreciate Tia's enthusiasm and encouragement! This book is crucial for any
ladies in your life! She also shares her own mishaps. Everybody knows of our very own fashion
mishaps. I can actually think of MANY! Especially a certain hairstyle I experienced at one
time....and we all know hair requires a while to grow out! Once you identify the body and face
shape, it is possible to click on links which will bring you customized information simply for you.
Tia speaks to her readers in a very easy to read method. And she gives REAL advice for the REAL
woman!! I highly recommend this book! The author includes an extensive group of
organizational bedding (kinda like a purchasing planner/budget workbook) which are, to me, well
worth the price alone. Now, there is no need for any female to be "fashionably challenged. From
tips about how to outfit for the body shape to superb skin care, this book is for EVERY woman!!
Loved it!?I recommend this ebook.! I really like this book because it speaks to women about all
levels when it comes to shopping. Whether you possess a lot of money or your home is on a
spending budget, it teaches you how to use what you have in your closet currently. I understand
I speak for all ladies when I say searching good makes us more confident!!!! Tia did her point
with this! Thank you Tia for writing this much needed publication!!! Its amazing! I thought I knew
all there's to know about style and beauty, but boy was I actually wrong! I really believe this
ebook is perfect for anyone who loves fashion, but doesn't have all of the right tools to learn
what works for them. I really like how interactive the book is normally, and how informative the
author is about fashion/beauty. I've found out whether my skin tube is awesome or warm, and
also what shades will flatter my complexion...! Totally brilliant!! It helped me to be fierce also on
a budget. Just what a great eBook If you are fashionably challenged like I am then this interactive
eBook is a great one for you. I must admit I WAS fashionably challenged but this publication
helped me personally out tremendously! Thank you to Tia Shorts for offering me with an
assessment copy of this book. So, thank you Tia for looking out for us and writing this much
needed book! I love that it is interactive. I experienced fun with it and I would recommend it to
everyone! This is a lot of suggestions in this book!! Each and every time I am about to obtain
dressed rather it's for a vacation to the mall or an event, I open this book and I usually look gone
with the wind fantastic!!! Ms. I desire you continued achievement in all that you do!! For more
information about Tia Shorts, just click here to visit her Amazon page!!" This is our fashion
bible!!! Much needed advice! Comprehensive and great reader experience! Loved how extensive
this book was along with the great user experience. YIKES! More beauty books should be like
this! I've already adjusted my fall shopping list based on Tia's suggestions and am going to give
the wrap outfit another try- wish me luck! It really did help me with my last clothes shopping
because today I know what will go well for my form and now I do not hate clothing shopping as
much as I used to. I really like this book. Very helpful tool. I learned so many cool guidelines. I
definately recommend this book. OMG! Give me denims and a t-clothing and we have been good
to go! The bonus organization sheets are worth the purchase price alone The book is very good -
includes a lot of wisdom, tips and inspiration for how exactly to shop in a purposeful and
organized way (not going way out of your reach).!thank God its on my phone, so I can read it



next time I'm going to make a buy! I want you continued achievement in all that you do!
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